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0.0
Foreword
This document describes the process by which architecture
programs in Australia and New Zealand are reviewed for
accreditation.
This document replaces the 2006 edition of DOC APARP 01 and
the April 2012 edition of ANZ APAP.

0.0 Foreword

This document–ANZ APAP–supersedes all previous
publications relating to architecture program accreditation
and recognition procedures.

0.0
1
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1.0
Introduction

The recommendation for accreditation will apply only to the
exit professional qualification (typically a Master of
Architecture degree). The review however, will assess the full
program (typically a three-year undergraduate degree followed
by a two-year masters degree) that students must complete
to be awarded the professional qualification. Typically this
pathway will entail 10 semesters of full-time study over a five
year period.

1.0 introduction

Providers of tertiary level programs in architecture in Australia
and New Zealand may apply to have those programs reviewed
under this procedure to obtain a recommendation for
accreditation.

1.0

The review is undertaken by an external National Visiting Panel
(NVP) consisting of members selected from a standing panel
of experts from architectural practice and academia.
Membership of the standing panel will be by nomination from
relevant professional institutes of architects, architect
registration boards and the AACA.
The recommendation for accreditation may be for a maximum
of five years. The period nominated in the recommendation
will be based on an assessment of the tertiary education
provider’s ability to continue to deliver graduates meeting
the required competency standards (NCSA) during the
accreditation period.

The NVP will assess the academic program for the purposes
of recommending accreditation and may also provide
professional advice to the tertiary education provider.
Professional advice offered by the NVP is separate from the
mandatory compliance with any action items, detailed in the
panel’s report, required to achieve and maintain accreditation.
This document outlines details of the review procedure.
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1.1 Accreditation
Accreditation (or approval) of a qualification in architecture is generally granted by the relevant architect
registration board in each jurisdiction. Legislative requirements for an approved course of study differ
between jurisdictions.
Only the professional qualification is accredited (or approved) by the relevant architect registration board
(typically this is the Master of Architecture degree).
Accreditation (or approval) is the formal acceptance of the professional qualification by the relevant architect
registration board. The architect registration board will typically base its consideration on the recommendation
from an NVP.
Relationship of accredited programs to registration as an architect
In order to use the title ‘architect’ practitioners are required to be registered with relevant architect
registration boards.
Registration is based upon an assessment of the required professional competencies as set out in the Architects
Accreditation Council of Australia (AACA) National Competency Standards in Architecture (NCSA).

1.0 introduction

Graduates with an accredited qualification in architecture are deemed to have satisfied a selected subset
of the NCSA competencies.
The most common pathway to registration begins with the completion of a professional program in architecture,
culminating in the award of an accredited qualification. This qualification in conjunction with a period of practical
experience and successful completion of the required registration examination enables an individual to apply
for registration.
See the AACA and the New Zealand Registered Architects Board (NZRAB) websites for full details about pathways
to registration:
www.aaca.org.au
www.nzrab.org.nz

1.2 Professional Advice
In addition to making a recommendation regarding accreditation following assessment of a program,
the review panel will provide professional advice. This advice is offered to assist educators with the ongoing
development and improvement of a program. It provides a structured dialogue between educators and
practitioners and is made with reference to the Institute’s Tertiary Education of Architects and Research Policies.
The advice does not form part of the accreditation assessment and program providers can act on the advice as
they appropriately determine.
See the Institute website for the Tertiary Education of Architects and Research Policies:
www.architecture.com.au/educationpolicy
www.architecture.com.au/researchpolicy

1.3 The Review Process
The review process is conducted by an NVP. The NVP will visit the tertiary education provider to review the
professional program in architecture, make recommendations regarding accreditation and provide professional
advice.
The review of a program is by application of the procedure established in this document.
The review process will consider a range of material including documentary and interview evidence from staff
and students to determine whether a program demonstrates outcomes against the accreditation criteria and to
provide professional advice to the tertiary education provider.
The NVP report with recommendations on accreditation and including professional advice is submitted to the
relevant architect registration board for consideration with a copy forwarded to the Institute/NZIA.
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1.4 Outcomes
The NVP review process results in a recommendation that the exit qualification of a program is either granted
accreditation for a period of up to five years or that the program is not granted accreditation. The NVP may also
identify major deficiencies that if not addressed may affect continuing accreditation. These issues will be
monitored by the Interim Review Panel (IRP).
Accreditation
While specific legislative provisions differ across jurisdictions, the architect registration board in each
jurisdiction is responsible for accrediting or approving qualifications for the purpose of registration as an
architect. No board is bound by the NVP recommendation unless otherwise bound by legislation.
AACA Listing of Accredited Qualifications
The AACA and NZRAB each maintain a list of accredited qualifications. When an architect registration board
accredits a qualification in architecture, it will advise the AACA and NZRAB which will include the qualification on
the list.

Professional Bodies
The Institute and NZIA have an ongoing interest in the quality and continuous improvement of professional
standards. Through participation in the review process they monitor professional programs in architecture.
Representatives nominated by these bodies are part of the NVP and as part of the panel make a recommendation
regarding accreditation and provide professional advice.

1.0 introduction

No Accreditation
In circumstances where accreditation is not granted the tertiary education provider may apply to the ANZ APAP
manager for a further review by an NVP to be conducted 12 months from the date of the original report. Where
accreditation is not granted in the subsequent visit the tertiary education provider may not apply for review by
an NVP for a period of four years.

Graduates from an accredited program may become graduate members of the Institute or NZIA as appropriate.

1.5 Appeals
The architect registration boards in each jurisdiction will consider the recommendation by the NVP when making
their decision in relation to accreditation or approval of qualifications.
Any appeal against the accreditation decision made by an architect registration board should be referred
to the respective architect registration board for advice. Decisions by architect registration boards are
normally reviewable by the respective government administrative decisions tribunals or equivalent established
in each jurisdiction.

1.6 Architecture Program Accreditation Procedure Steering Committee
The role of the ANZ APAP Steering Committee is to oversee and monitor the efficacy of the ANZ APAP. The Steering
Committee’s responsibilities include:
`` The selection, direction of and liaison with the ANZ APAP manager.
`` The selection and approval of members of the Standing Panel.
`` Establishing process management, including the development of online resources, guidelines and training
for panel members.
`` Overseeing NVP selection.
`` Monitoring minor changes to the program.
`` Monitoring and approving costs associated with the implementation of the program.
`` Reporting to the AACA/Institute.
Membership of the committee comprises two members each from the AACA and the Institute. The Steering
Committee may co-opt members and or assistance to the committee as required.
The ANZ APAP manager is responsible for managing ANZ APAP and reports to the ANZ APAP Steering Committee on
a regular basis.
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1.7 Periodic Review of the Procedures

1.0 introduction

The Architecture Program Accreditation Procedure document ANZ APAP shall normally be reviewed at intervals of
not more than five years.
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2.0
This section is an introduction to the application of the
different processes associated with accreditation.
Detailed advice is contained in relevant sections.
For coordination of all processes outlined here, tertiary
education providers should contact the ANZ APAP manager.
The accreditation procedure deals with the following:
`` Preliminary assessment for proposed new programs
or major changes to existing programs.

2.0 Accreditation Processes – An Overview

Accreditation Processes –
An Overview

2.0
`` Programs with an expired accredited status of more
than one year.
`` Achieving and maintaining accreditation for new or
existing programs.
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2.1 Preliminary Assessment
New programs
Tertiary education providers may request a preliminary assessment at an early stage in the planning or
development of new professional architecture programs.
Major changes to existing programs
Where major changes to existing programs are planned, tertiary education providers may use the Preliminary
Assessment process prior to a full NVP visit.

2.0 Accreditation Processes – An Overview

Major changes to an existing program mean a change of more than 20 per cent in:
``
``
``
``

The underpinning philosophy of the program.
The content of the subjects within a program.
Human, physical and financial resources.
Any other substantial change to the program.

Programs with an expired accredited status of more than one year
Programs with an expired accredited status of more than one year that have not sought re-accreditation are no
longer considered to be in the accreditation process and are deemed to be in the same category as major changes
to an existing program.

2.2 Accreditation
Architecture programs will normally consist of a minimum of 10 semesters of full-time tertiary study undertaken
over a cumulative period of five years. This will normally lead to a Master of Architecture or equivalent
qualification.
Review of programs by the NVP is based on the accreditation processes and criteria detailed in this document.
Interim Review Panels (IRP) monitor the recommendations made in NVP reports and report on subsequent
developments to the program.
New programs–initial accreditation
`` The initial NVP visit may be requested when eight semesters of study have been completed.
`` Initial NVP visit that takes place before 10 semesters of study have been completed can only recommend
accreditation for a maximum of three years.
`` An initial NVP visit may occur when program outcomes for the first cohort of graduates at the end of
10 semesters of study are available. In this circumstance any recommendation for accreditation can be
for the five year maximum period.
`` The opinion reported under this assessment is the recommendation of the panel to the relevant architect
registration board and to the Institute/NZIA for the purpose of determining the program’s accreditation/
recognition status for the following period.
Established programs–maintaining accreditation
`` For a program to maintain accreditation an assessment of the program is mandatory every five years
or sooner if the NVP so recommends and the relevant architect registration board approves. If the NVP
recommends an accreditation period of less than five years, and the relevant architect registration board
accepts the recommendation, then a full NVP will occur at the completion of the shorter period.
`` The NVP meets with the tertiary education provider, program provider, staff and students to review progress
and program outcomes against accreditation criteria.
`` Between each NVP visit, the IRP meets with the tertiary education provider, reviews and reports. The IRP
reports in relation to the previous NVP recommendations and on subsequent program developments. The
occasion of the IRP is an opportunity to discuss and exchange professional knowledge with staff.
`` Where major changes to a program are planned, it may be beneficial to consult with the IRP prior to the NVP
year. Where necessary, the timeline for the NVP may be altered by the relevant architect registration board
and the Institute/NZIA, or a Preliminary Assessment recommended.
`` Programs undergoing major change will be subject to NVP processes as for a new program.
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Option A
Preliminary
Assessment

early stages of
new program or
major change
[optional]

NVP

initial
accreditation
[mandatory]

IRP review

ongoing
NVP

at least two
between
NVP visits

once every
five years
[mandatory]

[mandatory]

The accreditation process acknowledges the autonomy of the tertiary education provider in granting advanced
standing in their own degrees.
Accommodating different academic pathways in architecture programs
Tertiary education providers offering courses in architecture may have a variety of academic pathways leading
to the professional qualification. It is the responsibility of the tertiary education provider to ensure that all
standards are met in accordance with the requirements of accreditation irrespective of the academic pathways
graduates may take.
Tertiary education providers offering programs for accreditation assessment must prepare material for the NVP
that addresses the variety of academic pathways leading to graduation. Tertiary education providers must also
nominate what they consider to be the principal academic pathway which a substantial cohort of graduates will
complete. This will be designated the Benchmark Academic Pathway (BAP).

Option B

Benchmark Academic Pathway (BAP)
The BAP will normally consist of 10 semesters of full-time study over a five-year period and accommodate an
academic program for entry students through to graduation from the professional qualification. The BAP will
NVP initial
SPVprovider
reviewthat leads Ongoing
Preliminary
normally be theProvisional
course structure within
the tertiary education
directly
NVP to the professional
accreditation/
recognition
assessment
qualification. The BAP is the program recognition
that will be assessed by the NVP.

2.0 Accreditation Processes – An Overview

2.3 Benchmark Academic Pathway

The BAP will accommodate a substantial cohort of the students that proceed through to the professional

early stages of
prior
NVP initial
each year
once every
qualification.
As ajust
guide,
per cent of students
graduating
program
new program
or
to finala minimum of 30 with
between
NVP from the professional
5 years
will have completed
theinfull
BAP.
major change
cohort
a nominated outcomes
[mandatory]
[mandatory]
new program
for 5 year levels
[optional]
The nominated BAP
will also provide a[mandatory]
benchmark against which other academic pathways may be assessed.
[optional]

The NVP may assess alternative academic pathways where those pathways have a significant cohort of
graduates relative to the BAP. As a guide this typically will be undertaken where student cohorts of 20 per cent
or more graduating from the professional program have progressed through the nominated alternative pathway.
In this circumstance the tertiary education provider will be required to provide to the NVP information on other
significant academic pathways accepted by the tertiary education provider for purposes of advanced standing.
It is not expected that the all possible alternative pathways will be presented but rather only those the tertiary
education provider considers significant in respect to student numbers entering and progressing via the
alternative pathway to graduation.
Information regarding various academic pathways must be provided on notice to the NVP.
The information must include:
``
``
``
``

The Benchmark Academic Pathway (BAP).
A list of the current and anticipated significant alternative academic pathways over the next five-year period.
A breakdown of the current percentage of graduates that have followed these listed pathways.
An estimate of the anticipated percentage of graduates from these pathways over the next five-year period.
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2.4 Offshore Delivery
Where an Australian/New Zealand tertiary education provider offers offshore programs/courses or qualifications
leading to a Master of Architecture, the following should be documented in the accreditation submission:
`` Entry standards are equivalent to those applying to Australian students.
`` Programs/units, teaching materials, instructor qualifications and assessment procedures meet the relevant
Australian/New Zealand tertiary education provider standards.
`` Programs/units are conducted in association with a host tertiary education provider or other institution
approved by the host country and by the Australian/New Zealand tertiary education provider offering
the program.
Fees for offshore program visit

2.0 Accreditation Processes – An Overview

Where a visit to the offshore venue is required the host tertiary education provider must meet all costs incurred.

2.5 Fees for Accreditation Procedure
As a general principle, the cost of the accreditation procedure is to be apportioned in equal thirds between the
respective architect registration boards, the Institute/NZIA and the program provider.
Where program providers offer professional architecture qualifications in addition to their primary professional
program, the total cost of accreditation assessment will be met by the relevant program provider.
Fees associated with the accreditation process for primary qualifications are determined by the estimated
costs associated with the process. The estimated cost for the NVP procedure is calculated to include travel,
accommodation, meals, cab charges and consumables incurred by the NVP representatives and the ANZ APAP
manager for all NVP visits in a five-year cycle. The estimated cost is then apportioned, as set out below,
equally among program providers, and charged in the year of the NVP to the program. The fee will be reviewed
annually.
Accreditation of the Primary Qualification (eg. Master of Architecture)
`` Two thirds of the cost for the NVP procedure is borne by the profession through contributions by respective
architect registration boards and the Institute/NZIA. Program providers will be required to contribute the
remaining one third of the cost.
`` Where a tertiary education provider makes major changes to its degree program that are not requested by
the NVP and requests a Preliminary Assessment, the tertiary education provider will pay the total costs
associated with the Preliminary Assessment.
`` Subsequent NVP costs will be borne as above.
`` Where the tertiary education provider applies for accreditation of any offshore delivery of a primary
qualification, the total costs associated will be borne by that tertiary education provider.

2.6 Criteria for Assessment
The following criteria form the basis by which the NVP informs its recommendations and advice.
Accreditation
The program provider has documented evidence of student outcomes that demonstrates:
`` Achievement of relevant competencies from the current AACA National Competency Standards in Architecture:
www.aaca.org.au/publications/
`` Necessary physical and human resources to deliver the program and achieve required outcomes.
To achieve accreditation for a forward period the program provider must have demonstrated that it has the
capacity and the resources for graduates to continue to achieve the relevant competencies for the forward
period nominated.
Professional Advice
While Professional Advices does not determine the accreditation outcome, the program is assessed by the
wealth of the experience and expertise of the panel in response to:
`` Compliance with the current Australian Institute of Architects Tertiary Education of Architects Policy/
Standards for Programs in Architecture and Research Policy.
10
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Facilities and Resources
`` Academic Leadership – Program leadership providing academic direction and undertaking responsibility for
the program delivery.
`` Staffing – Appropriate numbers of qualified staff able to meet the requirements of the program and maintain
the currency of their expertise.
`` Staffing Policy – Staffing policy that deals with expertise, equity and forward planning.
`` Studio Facilities – Appropriate studio facilities to support the program.
`` General Facilities – General facilities include lecture theatres, tutorial rooms and seminar rooms.
`` IT Facilities and Resources – Appropriate IT facilities, and evidence of student access and exposure to a
range of current and emerging IT software.
`` Library Resources – Access to a broad range of both hard copy and digital library and learning resources.
Library resources should include books, learned papers, current journals, standards and codes, magazines
and technical literature from within Australia and overseas relevant to the architecture profession and
allied industries.

2.0 Accreditation Processes – An Overview

`` Assessment methodology that allows students to demonstrate achievement of required outcomes.
`` Necessary physical and human resources to deliver the program and achieve required outcomes.

11
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3.0
Preliminary Assessment

The Preliminary Assessment Panel may make a recommendation
for accreditation of a program for a period up until immediately
prior to the graduation from the program of the first cohort of
students.
Programs must have a full NVP visit to gain accreditation enabling
graduates to proceed to registration.

3.0 Preliminary Assessment

Preliminary Assessment is available to provide an assessment
of programs prior to a full NVP visit. The Preliminary Assessment
panel reports as to whether the content, structure and resources
of a proposed new program or proposed major changes to an
existing program are likely to satisfy standards required by the
accreditation procedure.

3.0

This section sets out the procedure, documentation and
communication requirements to be adopted for a visit by the
Preliminary Assessment Panel.
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3.1 Process to Preliminary Assessment
Prior to Preliminary Assessment being offered the tertiary education provider is required to follow a two-step
process:
Step One:
Tertiary education provider is required to provide a letter of request and a preliminary proposal to the ANZ APAP
Steering Committee for consideration before proceeding to Preliminary Assessment.
Step Two:
After receiving confirmation from ANZ APAP Steering Committee, the tertiary education provider can follow one of
the options outlined in 3.2 and 3.3.

3.2 New Programs
Tertiary education providers offering new professional programs in architecture that will, at the appropriate time,
seek accreditation are advised to request preliminary assessment. This would normally occur at an early stage
in the planning or development of the program, typically either just before implementation or in the early years of
delivery.

3.0 Preliminary Assessment

3.3 Major Changes/Programs with an Expired Accredited Status of More than One Year
Where major changes to existing programs are planned or programs have an expired accredited status of more
than one year, tertiary education providers may wish to use the Preliminary Assessment process as a means of
consultation and advice to review plans against accreditation requirements.
Significant or major changes to an existing program mean a change of more than 20 per cent in:
``
``
``
``
``

the mode of delivery.
the underpinning philosophy of the program.
the content of the subjects within a program.
human, physical and financial resources.
any other substantial change to the program.

3.4 Management Process for Preliminary Assessment
Preliminary Assessment of a proposed new program, proposed major changes to an existing program or
programs with an expired accredited status is conducted after receiving confirmation from the ANZ APAP Steering
Committee.
Management of the administration for Preliminary Assessments is co-ordinated by the ANZ APAP manager.
The table opposite outlines the timing, activities and responsibilities associated with Preliminary Assessment.

3.5 Documentation Required Prior to Assessment
The documentation that is required to be submitted to the ANZ APAP manager by a program provider which is
proposing a new program or major changes to an existing program/programs with expired accredited status, is
noted below:
`` rationale of the proposal.
`` description of the proposed academic program including a program diagram, the program framework and
requirements for its completion, and lecture syllabi listing contact hours for all subjects.
`` description of the human and physical resources required and proposed.
This documentation should be sent to the ANZ APAP manager who co-ordinates the Preliminary Assessment
process for the architect registration board and the Institute/NZIA.
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3.6 Composition of Preliminary Assessment Panel
The assessment will be undertaken by a panel of at least three, normally comprising the following:
`` in Australia, chair of the local Institute Chapter Education Committee or nominee; in New Zealand, an NZIA
representative.
`` architect selected by the ANZ APAP manager to the approval of the relevant architect registration board.
`` out of jurisdiction academic selected by the ANZ APAP manager to the approval of the Institute/NZIA and
the AACA/NZRAB.
WHEN

WHO

WHAT

Immediately
following program
provider request
for Preliminary
Assessment

ANZ APAP manager/
architect registration
board/Institute
National Education
Committee (NEC)
Chair/Institute
Chapter manager/
NZIA

ANZ APAP manager:

Following receipt of
program provider
documentation for
assessment (and
following confirmation
of panel membership)

ANZ APAP manager/
panel members

ANZ APAP manager:

ÌÌ Advises program provider of documentation required to be provided
for the assessment to proceed (refer to Section 3.5)

ÌÌ Provides panel members with a copy of the program provider
documentation, the previous NVP report and subsequent IRP reports
(if applicable), and the ANZ APAP document.
ÌÌ Negotiates a suitable teleconference meeting time with panel members.
This is usually scheduled for two weeks following panel members’ receipt
of the program provider documentation.
ÌÌ Requests panel members to elect a chairperson prior to the
teleconference meeting. Note: the chairperson has the responsibility of
preparing the final report.

Following panel
members’ receipt of
program provider
documentation

ANZ APAP manager/
panel members/
program providers
where required

Teleconference of panel is held with ANZ APAP manager providing
secretariat support. The Panel members determine the steps necessary to
follow up and finalise panel report.

Following receipt
of all information
relevant to the
Preliminary
Assessment by
the panel

Panel Chair/
ANZ APAP manager/
panel members

Panel Chair prepares an electronic draft Preliminary Assessment report,
circulated by ANZ APAP manager to all panel members. The ANZ APAP
manager negotiates a suitable teleconference meeting time with panel
members to finalise panel report. This is usually scheduled for two weeks
following panel members’ receipt of the draft report. For existing programs,
the panel report must recommend whether or not it considers the timing of
the next NVP needs to be altered.

Following preparation
of draft report by
Panel Chair

ANZ APAP manager/
panel members

Teleconference of panel is held and report finalised. Chair provides ANZ
APAP manager with an electronic copy from which a print copy is circulated
for all panel members to sign and return to the ANZ APAP manager within
one week.

Following receipt of
signed panel report by
ANZ APAP manager

ANZ APAP manager

ÌÌ Sends a copy of the signed report to program leader.

3.0 Preliminary Assessment

ÌÌ Contacts the relevant architect registration board, Institute and Institute
Chapter manager/NZIA to obtain a panel representative from each
organisation. (Refer to Section 3.6 for guidance on nomination of panel
members.) Availability of panel members to participate is confirmed by
the ANZ APAP manager.

ÌÌ Program provider has one week to identify any factual errors to the
ANZ APAP manager.
ÌÌ ANZ APAP manager to co-ordinate amendments with program leader and
Panel Chair.
ÌÌ Provides the architect registration board and Institute/NZIA with a copy
of report.
ÌÌ Sends a copy of the final signed report to all panel members.

Immediately following
architect registration
board and NEC
decision

ANZ APAP manager

ÌÌ Provides a printed copy of the final report to the relevant Institute
Chapter/NZIA to inform Chapter Education Committee and future IRP and
NVP members.
ÌÌ Stores the original report in a register of Preliminary Assessment reports
maintained on behalf of the Institute/NZIA, AACA and the architect
registration boards at the Institute offices in Canberra.
ÌÌ Provides copy of report to program provider.
ÌÌ In New Zealand, provide copy of the report to NZRAB.
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3.7 Procedures for Assessment
The documentation provided by the tertiary education provider will initially be considered by the Preliminary
Assessment Panel within four weeks of the formation of the panel. The panel will then immediately prepare its
written Preliminary Assessment report, unless it decides that it requires further information or wishes to visit
the program.
When it is determined that a visit to the program provider is required, the following procedures will apply:

3.0 Preliminary Assessment

`` The date and time of the visit will be established following consultation between the Panel Chair and
the program leader. It is generally expected that the visit will take place within four weeks of the initial
consideration by the panel of the documentation provided by the program provider.
`` The Preliminary Assessment Panel shall meet immediately prior to the visit to discuss the documentation
submitted by the program provider.
`` The panel will normally attend the program provider for half a day.
`` The panel should meet with staff and students (where available) to review relevant student work (where
available) and inspect facilities.
`` The panel will then prepare its written Preliminary Assessment report within one week of the visit.

3.8 Form of Preliminary Assessment Report
As the nature of submissions requesting Preliminary Assessment for major changes to existing programs and
for new programs will be varied, it is not appropriate to be prescriptive about the format of the documentation
submitted by the program provider or of the report of the panel. Nevertheless the program provider and the panel
may have regard to the format for NVP reports specified in Section 7.
The Preliminary Assessment Report shall be a written report completed and signed by the panel members. The
report shall state the opinion of the panel following its consideration of the program provider’s submission.
The panel may make a recommendation that the professional qualification be accredited for a period up until
immediately prior to the graduation from the program of the first cohort of students.

3.9 Acceptance of the Report
The panel will provide a written report stating its opinion through the ANZ APAP manager to the relevant architect
registration board and the Institute/NZIA. A copy of the report will be provided to the program provider.
The relevant architect registration board will receive and make a determination on the panel recommendation.
The program provider will receive a copy of the report for information only. The ANZ APAP manager will
advise the outcome to the program provider of the architect registration board’s consideration of the panel
recommendation.
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4.0
The National
Visiting Panel

4.0 The National Visiting Panel

This section sets out the procedure, documentation and
communication requirements to be adopted for a visit by
the National Visiting Panel (NVP).

4.0
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4.1 Management Process for NVP Visit
An NVP assessment for accreditation of a professional program of architecture is normally conducted every five
years. Management of the administration for NVP assessments is undertaken by the ANZ APAP manager. The ANZ
APAP manager attends all NVP visits to provide secretariat support and assist with the preparation of each panel
report.
The following table outlines the timing, activities and responsibilities associated with the NVP visit. Greater detail
of the requirements is provided in the sections that follow.

4.2 Information Required from the Program Provider Under Review Prior to Visit

4.0 The National Visiting Panel

In order that the panel is well briefed before it attends the program, a comprehensive range of information on the
program under review is to be compiled in a report. The report will include updated program provider information
from the Architecture Schools of Australasia webpage/publication, a completed pro forma (listing the courses
where the various competencies are addressed in the program) and completed first pages of each of the subject
area pro formas.
In addition, the program leader should propose a draft program for the panel visit. A suggested timetable is
provided for guidance in this document under Section 4.7. The panel may seek changes to the proposed timetable
in consultation with the program leader.
The report and draft program should be forwarded at least eight weeks prior to the visit to the ANZ APAP manager
for distribution to the panel. If this information is not provided in a timely manner the Panel Chair may postpone
the scheduled visit.

4.3 Formation and Composition of Standing Panel
The Standing Panel will comprise nominees from the Institute/NZIA, AACA and architect registration boards. The
Standing Panel will be managed by the ANZ APAP manager. Membership of the Standing Panel will be reviewed
annually.
Formation of the Standing Panel is based on the following principles:
`` Panels must have appropriate expertise and work with a common purpose to maintain high professional
standards in the interests of the community and the profession.
`` A majority of members must have expertise and experience in architecture and/or architectural education.
Membership of the Standing Panel may also include persons representing the interests of consumers and
students of architecture programs.

4.4 Formation and Composition of the NVP
Principles for formation of NVPs
To establish continuity and experience, the nominating bodies will seek to compose panels so that a majority of
the membership has had prior experience on an NVP and at least one member has previously visited the program
being reviewed. Panels will be composed of nine members supported by the ANZ APAP manager. Nominations will
be made by the ANZ APAP manager from the Standing Panel.
Composition
`` Three members for each panel to the approval of the relevant architect registration board; two of whom must
be architects. The group may include an academic and/or a non-architect.
`` Three members for each panel to the approval of the Institute/NZIA; in Australia, one a member of the
Institute (a practising architect or an academic); one a member of the Institute NEC and one an academic;
in New Zealand, two must be members of the NZIA: one must be an academic; at least one must be a
practising architect.
`` One member for each panel to the approval of the AACA; who may be a practising architect, an academic or
other suitable person.
`` One out of jurisdiction academic from an architecture program provider other than that being visited for
each NVP.
`` One student member from an architecture school other than that being visited for each NVP.
`` At least one of the nominees specified above will normally have participated in the preceding IRP.
`` Members will be briefed by the ANZ APAP manager.
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WHEN

WHO

WHAT

August of year
preceding NVP visit

ANZ APAP manager/
program provider

ÌÌ ANZ APAP manager advises program provider of a requirement of a
visit by an NVP, calls for nominations and reviews composition of
standing panel.

The Institute/NZIA/
AACA, architect
registration boards/
ANZ APAP Steering
Committee

ÌÌ ANZ APAP manager advises the ANZ APAP Steering Committee, the
Institute, relevant Institute Chapter/NZIA, AACA and relevant architect
registration boards of NVPs scheduled for the following year.
ÌÌ ANZ APAP manager nominates panel members and seeks approval from
the Institute/NZIA, AACA and relevant architect registration board.
ÌÌ ANZ APAP manager finalises nominations to panels with AACA/architect
registration boards/Institute/NZRAB/NZIA.

November-December
of year preceding
NVP visit

ANZ APAP manager

Contacts program provider to negotiate a suitable three-day period in term
time for the NVP.

January-February
of visit year (or as
soon as dates of visit
finalised)

ANZ APAP manager

When visit dates are finalised with the program provider, and the members
have confirmed availability, ANZ APAP manager confirms membership of the
panel with the Institute/NZIA, AACA and the architect registration board.

From six months prior
to visit (or as soon
as panel members
confirmed)

ANZ APAP manager/
program provider

ANZ APAP manager:

Panel members

ÌÌ Confirms that all panel members are able to participate in NVP on
scheduled dates.

From three months
prior to visit

ANZ APAP manager/
program provider/
panel members

ANZ APAP manager confirms accommodation/travel arrangements for all
panel members, where necessary.

Eight weeks prior
to visit

Program provider/
ANZ APAP manager/
Panel Chair

Program provider provides required documentation and draft program for
visit to ANZ APAP manager. If the documentation is not provided in a timely
manner, the Panel Chair may postpone the scheduled visit.

Six weeks prior to visit

ANZ APAP manager

Sends NVP documentation to panel members.

Three days of visit

Panel/program
provider

Panel visits program provider according to program for visit.

Final day of visit

Panel members/
program provider/
ANZ APAP manager/
Panel Chair

Panel report presented to program provider. Any factual errors are
corrected following its presentation. A copy of the report is left with the
program provider and a further week is allowed for the program provider to
respond to the NVP report and identify any additional factual errors to
ANZ APAP manager.

One week after visit
(or immediately
factual errors have
been corrected)

ANZ APAP manager

ÌÌ Sends a copy of final report to program leader.

ÌÌ Confirms panel membership to program provider and provides an
opportunity for program provider to object to panel membership. Advises
program provider of documentation required for NVP visit and draft
program for visit.

4.0 The National Visiting Panel

ÌÌ ANZ APAP manager determines Panel Chair(s) with the ANZ APAP Steering
Committee/NZRAB/NZIA.

ÌÌ Provides architect registration board and the Institute/NZIA with a copy
of report. Architect registration board to make a decision on report within
four weeks of its receipt of the finalised report and informs ANZ APAP
manager ofthe outcome of the NVP report.
ÌÌ Sends a copy of the final NVP report to all panel members.

Immediately following
architect registration
board decision

ANZ APAP manager

ÌÌ Provides a printed copy of the final report to ANZ APAP Steering
Committee, relevant Institute Chapter/NZIA to inform Institute Chapter
Education Committee/NZIA and future IRP members.
ÌÌ Stores the original report in a register of NVP reports maintained on behalf
of the Institute/NZIA, AACA and the architect registration board at the
Institute offices in Canberra.

Architect registration
board

ÌÌ Advises AACA/NZRAB of accreditation status of program and provides a
copy of the NVP report.
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All panel members are expected to be available for the duration of the visit which will normally be a period of three
days (plus travelling time where applicable). All panel members will have equal standing in the panel.
Chair and Deputy Chair of an NVP
Chairs and deputy chairs must have had previous experience on an NVP.
The Institute/NZIA and AACA/NZRAB will agree on naming the chair for each NVP.

4.0 The National Visiting Panel

Ineligible Persons
Notwithstanding their inclusion on the standing panels, the following people shall be ineligible to participate as
members of an NVP:
`` People who are currently serving, or have recently served as external examiners or advisers to the
program provider.
`` People who received payment from the program provider as a full-time or regular part-time member of staff
for a period of more than four weeks in the year of the visit.
`` Students of the course being visited.
`` People who have members of their immediate families as students or staff at the program provider being visited.
`` People with any other conflict of interest.
Prior to a visit the program provider under review will be provided with a list of nominated panel members. For
this reason final formation of the panel rests with the Panel Chair, in consultation with the relevant architect
registration board and the program provider concerned. To establish continuity and experience, the ANZ APAP
manager will seek to compose panels so that a majority of the membership has had prior experience on an NVP
and at least two members have previously visited the program being reviewed.
Observers
Participation of observers in an NVP is normally limited to one member only. Approval is required from relevant
architect registration boards/the Institute/NZIA/AACA/program provider for more than one observer to attend an
ANZ NVP. Enquiries should be directed through the ANZ APAP manager.

4.5 Panel Preparation for Visit
ANZ APAP manager will provide panel members with the following:
``
``
``
``
``
``
``
``
``
``

Documentation provided by program provider for the NVP.
Copy of ANZ APAP Australian and New Zealand Architecture Program Accreditation Procedure.
List of panel members and contact details.
Preceding NVP report on program provider.
IRP reports since last NVP.
Preceding Preliminary Assessment report on program provider (if applicable).
Institute Tertiary Education of Architects Policy.
Institute Research Policy.
Relevant sections of AACA National Competency Standards in Architecture.
Program provider extract from Architecture Schools of Australasia handbook.

All panel members meet prior to commencing the formal program of the visit, at a time nominated by the NVP
Chair. This will usually be the evening before attending the program. The purpose of this meeting is to provide
an opportunity for panel members to meet each other, for the local panel members to brief the interstate
members on any points to which they particularly believe the panel should pay attention, to determine whether
any modifications are needed to the draft panel program and to allocate sections of the report to individuals
or subgroups. Any changes to the draft program should be discussed and agreed with the program leader. Any
additional information requested or provided during the visit shall be submitted through the Panel Chair.
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4.6 Program Provider Preparation for Visit
In addition to the report and draft program identified in Section 4.2, the program provider will make arrangements
set out in Check List in Section 8.
Non Compliance
Where a program provider does not provide the panel with required materials for assessment of the work, the
Panel Chair may give notice to the program leader that the NVP will not proceed. The program provider may, at its
discretion, invite a second visit at a later date, and will bear the full normal costs of that visit.

4.7 Model Program for an NVP
It is the responsibility of the program leader to propose a draft program for the visit, based on a series of
meetings, inspection of student work and inspection of the program provider facilities.

The panel will want to see the program functioning as normally as possible, with lectures and studio work in
progress. The panel may break into small groups in order to develop a broader understanding of the program.
Meetings
Normally the panel would expect meetings to include:
`` A discussion with the program leader and senior colleagues. This meeting would usually take place at the
beginning of the visit so the panel can obtain an overview of the program and clarify information already
provided.
`` Discussion with the staff responsible for specific areas of study.
`` Discussion with the staff as a group (excluding the program leader and senior officers).
`` Discussion with students and recent graduates.
`` A meeting with the head of the tertiary education provider.

4.0 The National Visiting Panel

The suggested timetable on page 22 is provided for guidance. The program provider should feel free to suggest
alterations, particularly where evening activities are conducted by the program provider. The panel may also
wish to negotiate amendments to the program suggested by the program provider.

It is hoped that all members of staff, including all available sessional staff, will participate in the discussion with
the panel which may focus upon any aspect of the program provider and its programs. Discussion also takes
place during the less formal meetings with staff in the studios or over lunch.
Discussions with as many students as possible are an important part of the panel’s work. The meeting with the
students as a group should be arranged so that a broad range of students are present, including representatives
from each year, international students and some recent graduates. It is suggested that there are more than two
or three representatives of each year. The students should be briefed that the panel is interested in student
perceptions of the program. One meeting with students should be conducted without staff present.
Inspection of Student Work
The program provider is asked to arrange for a member of staff to briefly explain the work of each year, its
relationship with the preceding and following years, and the relationship between subject areas in this year.
The purpose of this is to demonstrate the structure of the program and the integration of subjects. The program
provider may wish to arrange for one or two students from each year to be present.
Inspection of Facilities
The program provider should arrange for a member of staff to show the panel major facilities including studios,
laboratories, library, computing and other facilities.
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Suggested Timetable

DAY ONE

4.0 The National Visiting Panel

DAY TWO

DAY THREE

WHEN

WHO

WHAT

09.00

The panel

Meeting convenes

10.00

The panel, program leader and
senior staff

Panel Chair provides overview, and raises any issues arising
from initial panel meeting. Program leader has opportunity to
clarify any outstanding points

11.00

The panel

Overview of student work

12.00

The panel, all staff (including sessional
staff) excluding program leader/ and
other senior officers

Meeting with staff

13.00

The panel/staff

Lunch with staff

14.00

The panel

View sampling of student work by year

17.00

The panel

Panel private session

09.00

The panel, program leader and
senior staff

Meeting with program leader and senior staff

10.00

The panel

Panel observes program in normal session

12.00

The panel and students

Meeting with students from year 1 to year 5

13.00

The panel and students

Lunch with students

14.00

The panel and staff

Inspection of program provider facilities

15.00

The panel

Panel private session

16.00

The panel and head of tertiary
education provider

Meeting with Vice Chancellor or Deputy Vice Chancellor

09.00

The panel

Panel private session

14.00

The panel and program leader

Presentation of report

15.00

The panel and senior staff

Debriefing

PM

The panel and program leader

Finalise report

4.8 Form of the NVP Report
NVP reports provide a constructive appraisal of the professional program offered by the program provider under
review. Action items and professional advice should be concise and clear. The recommendation must clearly
indicate any remedial measures required of the program provider as well as any follow-up to be undertaken by
subsequent IRPs.
In particular, if the NVP requires a sampling of student work to be presented to subsequent IRPs, this must be
stated clearly in the NVP report recommendations.
The panel report will consist of the following completed pro formas:
``
``
``
``
``
``
``
``
``
``

NVP Report Summary (including Professional Advice and Minutes of Meeting with staff and students)
Professional Advice (not subject area specific)
Minutes of meeting with staff and students.
Design Studies and Design Integration
Documentation and Technical Studies
History and Theory Studies
Practice and Project Management, Implementation and User Studies
Environmental Studies
Communication Studies
Elective Studies

Copies of the above documents are appended to this procedure document.
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NVP reports are confidential and are only available to the program leader (to distribute at his/her discretion),
ANZ APAP Steering Committee, the relevant architect registration board, the Institute, NZIA, the relevant Institute
Chapter Education Committee, AACA and appropriate Institute/architect registration board staff managing the
procedure. The NVP report is also distributed to panel members involved in subsequent IRPs and NVPs to the
program provider.

4.9 Acceptance of the NVP Report
At the completion of the visit, the Panel Chair shall read the report to the program provider and will leave a copy
of the report with the program leader. The recommendation is then communicated to the relevant architect
registration board for their formal decision and to the Institute/NZIA.

The decision of the relevant architect registration board to accept or otherwise the recommendation of the
NVP shall be reported to the program provider within 28 days of the receipt of the report. In cases where the
program has not been accredited, the program provider shall be provided with reasons in writing by the architect
registration board. The ANZ APAP manager shall advise the program provider of its decision on accreditation
having considered the recommendation of the NVP. The relevant architect registration board shall advise the
program provider of its decision on accreditation having considered the recommendation of the NVP.
The architect registration board shall advise AACA of the accreditation status of the program and provide a copy
of the NVP Report.

4.0 The National Visiting Panel

The program leader acknowledges acceptance of the report in matters of fact at the conclusion of the visit.
Seven days are allowed for the program provider to advise the ANZ APAP manager of any factual errors, which
shall be referred to the Panel Chair for rectification. If the program leader wishes, they may provide a written
response to the recommendation of the panel. This response is limited to 300 words and will form part of the
final NVP report.
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5.0
The primary role of the Interim Review Panel (IRP) is to monitor
the response made by the program provider toward satisfying
the requirements of action items determined by the previous
NVP. In addition the IRP will also monitor and report any
significant developments in the program and action taken in
relation to the professional advice offered by the previous NVP.
This section sets out the procedure, documentation and
communication requirements to be adopted for a visit by
the IRP.

5.0 The Interim Review Panel Process

The Interim
Review Panel

5.0
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5.1 Management Process for IRPs
A minimum of two IRP assessment visits will be conducted between each NVP assessment where accreditation
approval has been granted for a five-year period. In cases where the accreditation approval is for a lesser
period the NVP will determine the number and timing of visits. Visits will be conducted two years after an NVP
assessment and in the year prior to the next NVP, unless otherwise stipulated by the previous NVP.
The relevant Institute Chapter Education Committee/NZIA and the architect registration board negotiate
an arrangement to share the administration of IRPs, and shall designate a panel manager for each IRP. The
panel manager or alternate staff member attends IRP visits to provide secretariat support and assist with the
preparation of each panel report.
IRP members are normally appointed for the duration of the period between NVPs.
IRP members are encouraged to visit the program informally each year during their term of appointment.

5.0 The Interim Review Panel Process

5.2 Information Required from Program Provider Prior to Visit
The panel manager shall provide an electronic copy of the IRP pro forma to the program provider to enable the
completion of the relevant sections. The program provider shall return both a hard copy and an electronic copy
no later than four weeks prior to the IRP visit.
Four weeks before the visit, the program leader will provide an electronic report to the panel manager, for
distributing to the panel. The program provider report will contain information on the response to the action
items determined by the previous NVP report. In addition it will document any other significant developments
in the program and action taken with regard to professional advice. If this information is not provided in a
timely manner the Panel Chair may postpone the scheduled visit.

5.3 Composition of IRP
The panel is to consist of no more than four members.
The composition of the panel is as follows:
`` Two nominees appointed by the relevant architect registration board, both being registered architects.
`` Two nominees appointed by the Institute Chapter Education Committee/NZIA, both being Institute members.
No more than one may be an academic staff member of another architecture program provider.
`` One student representative from another program provider, if Panel Chair and program provider determine.
From this membership, the panel chooses the chair.
The following people shall be ineligible to participate as members of an IRP:
`` People who are currently serving, or have recently served as external examiners or advisers to the program
provider.
`` People who received payment from the program provider as a full-time or regular part-time member of staff
for a period of more than four weeks in the year of the visit.
`` People who have members of their immediate families as students or staff at the program provider being visited.
If there is no Institute academic member on the panel, consideration can be given to the inclusion of an academic
observer, provided consent is obtained from the program leader.
The panel manager or alternate staff member also attends the visit to provide administrative support to
the panel.
At least two members must have had previous panel experience.
Membership of the IRP is normally for the full period between successive NVPs. Panel members are appointed
early in the first year following the previous NVP assessment.
Panel members are chosen to ensure that appointed individuals have an understanding of architectural
education and the processes of the IRP.
Prior to the visit, the program provider will be given a list of nominated panel members and given an opportunity
to object to the proposed names. Final formation of the panel rests with the Panel Chair, after consultation with
the program leader and the relevant architect registration board or Institute Chapter Education Committee/NZIA
as appropriate.
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WHEN

WHO

WHAT

March

Institute Chapter
Education Committee
/architect registration
board/panel manager

Institute Chapter Education Committee/NZIA/architect registration board appoints
panel manager and calls for panel nominations for each IRP:
ÌÌ 2 from relevant architect registration board.
ÌÌ 2 Institute representatives appointed by the Institute Chapter Education
Committee/NZIA.

March

Panel members/
facilitated by panel
manager

Panel members determine Panel Chair from representatives outlined above.

March

Panel manager

Panel manager writes to program leader to negotiate a suitable date and time of visit
(normal duration is half a day to a day). Visits are usually conducted during second
semester of year and during term time when students are available.

April

Panel manager

Panel manager confirms date/time of visit to program provider and preliminary
meeting of panel (usually an hour before the visit begins) with panel members and
Panel Chair.

April-May

Institute Chapter
Education Committee
/NZIA/Panel manager
/architect registration
board/ to organise

Institute Chapter Education Committee/NZIA/ architect registration board holds
a briefing session for IRP members and program leaders for all IRPs in relevant
jurisdiction.

May

Panel manager

Panel manager formally advises program leader of:

If necessary, Panel
Chair (to determine
final panel formation)

ÌÌ Panel membership

5.0 The Interim Review Panel Process

ÌÌ 1 student representative from another architecture program provider, if Panel
Chair and program provider determine.

ÌÌ Date/time of visit
ÌÌ Completion of IRP report pro forma
ÌÌ Information required by panel no later than four weeks prior to visit providing
an opportunity for program provider to object to panel membership. Final
determination of the panel membership rests with the Panel Chair.

Six weeks prior
to visit

Panel Chair

Panel Chair negotiates agenda for visit with program leader.

Four weeks
prior to visit

Program leader/
Panel Chair

Program provider returns pro forma with completed sections to panel manager.
Pro forma to be in both hard copy and electronic format. If the documentation is
not provided in a timely manner, the Panel Chair may postpone the scheduled visit.

Three weeks
prior to visit

Panel manager

Panel manager provides panel members with relevant documentation.

Immediately
prior to visit

Panel members/
Panel manager

Panel/panel manager holds a preliminary meeting on the day of the visit (usually
takes up to an hour before the visit begins) to discuss agenda and issues for
consideration.

Day of visit

Panel/Panel manager

Panel visits program provider and completes report at conclusion of visit. Panel
manager or alternate staff member attends IRP visit for secretariat support.

Within seven
days of visit

Program leader/Panel
Chair

Program leader advises Panel Chair of any factual errors in report not identified on
day of visit. Panel Chair has responsibility for endorsement or rectification of any
errors of fact in the report.

Within 28 days
of visit

Panel manager

Panel manager sends final report (with factual amendments as required) to relevant
architect registration board and Institute Chapter Education Committee/NZIA. A
copy is also sent to the ANZ APAP manager/ANZ APAP Steering Committee.

On receipt
of report

Architect registration
board/the Institute/
NZIA/ANZ APAP
manager

The Institute/NZIA and architect registration board normally note receipt of report,
unless the IRP highlights issues for further consideration–in particular relating to
major changes to the program and/or the need for a Preliminary Assessment and/
or review of timing of the next NVP. These issues will be considered and appropriate
advice given by the architect registration board and the Institute/NZIA to the
program provider.
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5.4 Panel Preparation for Visit
Each member of the panel receives the following package of information not less than three weeks prior to
the visit:
`` Copy of program provider report, in accordance with 5.2.
`` Copy of all IRP reports since the most recent NVP.
`` Copy of ANZ APAP Australian and New Zealand Architecture Program Accreditation Procedure.
`` An agenda for the visit prepared by the Panel Chair in consultation with the program leader.
`` Confirmation of the meeting arrangements of the panel.
In addition to the above, the Panel Chair receives an electronic copy of the program provider report to enable the
panel’s comments to be added electronically to the report at the time of the IRP visit to the program provider.

5.0 The Interim Review Panel Process

Panel members need to be fully conversant with the documentation before the visit.
A preliminary meeting of the panel is held at the program provider being visited about an hour before the visit
commences. All panel members are expected to attend. This meeting provides essential background for the
visit and includes:
`` A briefing on the overall IRP process (Panel Chair).
`` Preliminary discussion led by local panel members familiar with program developments since the
previous visit.
`` Preliminary discussion on major areas relevant to the program provider that the panel will need to consider
during the visit.
`` Allocation of tasks to panel members during the visit–because of the tight time frame for the preparation
of the report.
Panel members are to direct all enquiries about IRP procedures to the chair (during the visit) or the Institute
Chapter manager/NZIA or relevant architect registration board (prior to and following the visit).

5.5 Program Provider Preparation for Visit
In preparation for the visit the program provider is to undertake the following:
`` No less than four weeks prior to the visit, complete and return an electronic copy of the IRP report pro forma
to the panel manager.
`` Ensure the report addresses progress on action items determined by the previous NVP.
`` Ensure the report articulates any key changes to program content, staff, resources and facilities.
`` Organise a secure room to be available for the panel to use for the entire day of the visit. The room is to have
power for computer and printer facilities to allow the report to be completed on the day of the visit.
`` A sampling of student work is only to be organised for the IRP where it has been a recommendation of the
previous NVP.
`` A tour of facilities is to be organised for the IRP only where there was an issue raised in the last NVP
assessment.
`` A meeting with relevant staff is to be organised for the IRP visit to discuss:
(a) progress on NVP Action Items, (b) key changes and (c) NVP Professional Advice.
`` An in-camera meeting is to be organised with students for the IRP visit. Students are not to be hand picked,
as this may be open to criticism. Briefing students in advance about the panel’s role and inviting them
to attend a meeting with the panel is one way of encouraging a range of students to participate. Student
Organised Network for Architecture (SONA)/Student Architecture Network New Zealand (SANNZ), the local
student association or the local students elected to program provider committees and boards, may facilitate
the meeting with students.
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5.6 Procedure During the Visit
The IRP will normally attend a program provider for half a day to a day.
The panel should meet with staff and students. The panel may inspect any changes to facilities and review
students’ work if required by the previous NVP (refer to section above).
`` Panel convenes at program provider for preliminary discussion (30 minutes).
`` Meet with program leader to review progress of NVP issues since last NVP/IRP and to discuss recent changes
and implications (30 minutes). Because of the nature of the IRP visit, no new material is to be provided to the
panel on the day of the visit and the number of verbal presentations made by the program provider is to be
limited.
`` Meet with staff (without program leader or senior officers) to review issues of relevance to (a) program
changes within the previous year, and (b) outstanding issues raised at most recent NVP and any subsequent
IRPs (30 minutes). This may include a requirement for sampling of student work to demonstrate issues
being monitored. (Note: Issues considered as resolved by any IRP held since the previous NVP are not to be
re-addressed).
`` Panel reviews changes to facilities (30 minutes)–only necessary if facilities are an unresolved issue from
the most recent NVP report.
`` Panel meets with students. Program staff should not be present during meeting with students (30 minutes).
`` Panel prepares and signs report (60 – 90 minutes).
`` Panel meets with program leader to discuss contents of report (30 minutes). There is no requirement to present
the report to the staff and students of the program provider. This is, in fact, discouraged. It is the program
leader’s responsibility to convey the outcomes of the IRP visit to staff and students.
`` Program leader signs report (as factually correct).
`` Copy of signed report is left with program leader.
`` Interim Review Panel visit concludes.

5.0 The Interim Review Panel Process

The following example agenda is typical of the format and elements of an IRP visit:

5.7 Form of the IRP Report
The IRP report sets out the panel’s observations of the program provider’s response to the Action Items
determined by the previous NVP and describes major program changes. The report is to be brief and clear.
The IRP pro forma is attached to Section 7.
The panel report will consist of the fully completed IRP pro forma with sections completed by the program
provider and the panel.
The report is completed and signed by the IRP members during the program of the actual visit. Time should
be allocated by the panel to discuss and complete the report as part of the visit prior to leaving the program
provider.
On the day of the visit and at the conclusion of the visit, the program leader is given a copy of the panel report,
which must be signed by the panel and endorsed for factual accuracy by the program leader. Seven days are
provided for the program leader and to the Panel Chair for rectification of errors of fact contained within the
report not identified on the day of the visit. They should be advised to the Panel Chair through the panel manager.
The Panel Chair endorses rectification of errors of fact.
Although there is no requirement to provide students with a copy of the report, it is considered to be appropriate
that the program leader report the broad IRP outcomes to the student body, particularly since comment from
students is actively sought by the IRP.

5.8 Acceptance of the IRP Report
The IRP report original is kept on file by the Institute Chapter office/NZIA/architect registration board office. It is
the panel manager’s role to distribute IRP material. At the end of the visit, one copy of the report is left with the
program provider and the panel manager distributes the report to other interested parties.
Only the following are to receive one copy each of the report:
`` Program provider (left with the program leader at the conclusion of the visit).
`` In Australia, to relevant Institute Chapter Education Committee (tabled not circulated at the next meeting).
`` Architect registration board (sent within 28 days of the visit).
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`` ANZ APAP manager (sent within 28 days of the visit).
`` In Australia, to the Institute NEC members (circulated with the agenda papers for the next NEC meeting);
in New Zealand, the NZIA.
`` Members of the subsequent IRP, prior to their visit.
`` Members of the subsequent NVP, prior to their visit.
The IRP report is a confidential document. Only those outlined in the circulation list above are to receive a copy.
The relevant architect registration board is to receive a copy of the report within 28 days of the IRP visit. The
panel manager is responsible for ensuring that the report is sent to the architect registration board within
28 days.

5.0 The Interim Review Panel Process

The program provider/the Institute NEC/NZIA, architect registration board as appropriate reviews IRP reports to
identify any changes of significance which require action.
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6.0
6.0 Explanation of Terms and Phrases Used

Explanation of Terms
and Phrases Used

6.0
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Accreditation

Accreditation is the formal endorsement that the graduates from a program are deemed to possess the competencies
required to progress toward registration as an architect. A program provider’s accreditation status is determined by
the relevant architect registration board, following assessment by a National Visiting Panel and consideration of the
recommendation of that panel.

ANZ APAP Manager

The ANZ APAP manager (Architecture Program Accreditation Procedure manager) co-ordinating the Australian and
New Zealand Architecture Program Accreditation Procedure. The ANZ APAP manager will normally appoint a nominee to
undertake the co-ordination of the ANZ APAP when applied to courses operating in New Zealand.

ANZ APAP Steering
Committee

The role of the ANZ APAP Steering Committee is to oversee and monitor the efficacy of the procedures. The ANZ APAP
Steering Committee is comprised of members from AACA/the Institute.

6.0 Explanation of Terms and Phrases Used

Architect Registration
Board
Architects
Accreditation Council
of Australia (AACA)
Australian Institute
of Architects (the
Institute)
Benchmark Academic
Pathway (BAP)
Core Courses
Course
Electives

The AACA is recognised as the national organisation responsible for advocating, co-ordinating and facilitating national
standards for the registration of architects in Australia and for the recognition of Australian architects overseas by the
relevant architect registration boards. AACA is constituted of nominees from all state and territory architects registration
boards in Australia.
A national body comprising voluntary membership by architects and students of architecture. Its primary concern
is to represent the views of the profession, maintain its integrity, and to promote the advancement of architecture in the
community.
The BAP will normally consist of 10 semesters of full-time study over a five-year period and accommodate an academic
program for entry students through to graduation from the professional qualification. The BAP will normally be the course
structure within the tertiary education provider that leads directly to the professional qualification.
Core courses are compulsory courses that must be successfully completed as part of a program.
Some tertiary education providers may also use the term “subject” or “unit”. A course of study runs for multiple weeks. It
usually involves contact with academic staff and other students in a variety of forms including lectures, tutorials, seminars
and workshops as well as online and electronic communication.
Electives are a range of other courses offered by some programs in addition to the core courses. Students can select from
the range in accordance with their interests to complete the program.

Interim Review Panel
(IRP)

A panel comprising membership as set out in Section 5. The IRP makes visits so that an ongoing process of review and
dialogue between the program provider and the profession is conducted in the years between the visits made by NVPs.

National Competency
Standards in
Architecture (NCSA)

This document sets out the competency standards required for registration as an architect in Australia and New Zealand.
That is, the ability required to perform the activities within the profession of architecture to the standard expected in
practice.

National Education
Committee (NEC)

A committee of the Australian Institute of Architects the membership of which comprises representatives of the State
Chapter Education Committees. Its primary concern is the investigation of matters affecting the quality of architectural
education in Australia.

National Visiting
Panel (NVP)

A panel comprising membership as set out in Section 4. The NVP is responsible for assessing a program in architecture
through visits made at a maximum of five yearly intervals. It is the recommendation of this panel which is considered by the
relevant architect registration board for determination of the accreditation status of the program, and by the Institute NEC
for determination of the recognition status of the program.

New Zealand Institute
of Architects (NZIA)

NZIA is a professional body representing more than 90 per cent of registered architects in New Zealand as well as promoting
and celebrating the role of outstanding architecture which enhances the built environment.

New Zealand
Registered Architects
Board (NZRAB)

The NZRAB is the statutory body in New Zealand responsible for setting the standards for the registration of architects in
New Zealand.

Preliminary
Assessment Panel
(PAP)
Program
Program Leader
Program provider
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The architect registration board is the statutory body in each jurisdiction for determining whether programs meet the
specified competency required for graduates of a program accredited for the purpose of registration as an architect.
Architect registration boards are responsible for administering the legislation controlling the registration of architects.

A panel comprising membership as set out in Section 3. A Preliminary Assessment Panel is formed in response to a request
from the program provider. The Preliminary Assessment Panel is responsible for providing an opinion on whether proposed
new programs or major changes to existing programs are likely to conform to the relevant competency standards for
programs and is required by the architect registration board and the Institute/NZIA.
A program is the various courses, and in turn academic qualifications required, leading to a professional degree in
architecture (eg. Master of Architecture). A program typically includes 10 semesters of full-time study over a
five-year period.
The key academic responsible for delivery of program.
The entity within a tertiary education provider that delivers the professional qualification.
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The NVP assessors work under the subject area categories listed in the reporting pro formas.

Tertiary Education
Providers

The institution or educational body offering a program in architecture under consideration. Normally this will be a
university that is recognised and listed in the Australian Quality Framework (AQF) and the New Zealand equivalent.

Units

(also referred to as ‘credit points’)- Each course in the program carries a weighting, usually referred to as a number
of units or credit points. A certain number of units (or credit points) is required for completion of the total program.
A course with a higher unit weighting represents a higher workload than one with a smaller unit value. Each tertiary
education provider will define for students the number of hours of contact and non-contact time required for each unit or
credit point of study, eg. one unit may mean one hour of contact time and two hours of non-contact time (this may differ
between tertiary education providers).

6.0 Explanation of Terms and Phrases Used

Subject Area
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Reporting Pro Formas
for National Visiting
Panels and Interim
Review Panels
The forms to be used by program providers and panels to
report the NVP and IRP processes follow.

7.0 Reporting Pro Formas for National Visiting
Panels and Interim Review Panel

7.0

7.0
35
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7.0 National Visiting Panel Report Summary
Tertiary education provider
Architecture degree to
be accredited

Course code
BAP (degree to be accredited)
Number of IRPs recommended

RECOMMENDATION
• To obtain accreditation a program provider must have demonstrated that the graduates have achieved the National
Competency Standards in Architecture (NCSA).
• To receive accreditation for a forward period the program provider must have demonstrated that it has the capacity and the
resources for graduates to continue to achieve the competencies for the forward period nominated.
• Assessment methodology that allows students to demonstrate achievement of required outcomes.
• Compliance with the Institute Tertiary Education of Architects Policy Standards for Programs in Architecture.
It is the recommendation of the NVP that the program is accredited for X years.

NAME

ORGANISATION

SIGNATURE

Member - Chair
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Panel Chair

Date:

Program Leader
(Acceptance of report and confirmation of matters of fact)
Date:

ACCREDITATION
This report was received by architect registration board

Date:

The degree named above was accepted/not accepted
at a meeting of the board on

Date:

Authorising Officer

Signature:

7.0 NVP report summary
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1.0 Summary of the Visit
Panel to prepare a 300-word summary of visit proceedings and its record of thanks

7.0 NVP report summary
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2.0 Record of meetings/student work
Day 1

7.0 NVP report summary

Day 2

Day 3
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3.0 Action Items
Critical areas identified leading to recommendations not to accredit the program. These items must be addressed for the
program to be accredited for the next visit. These areas relate directly to required competencies that are not adequately
demonstrated with student outputs.

Critical areas identified that need to be addressed for the program to maintain accreditation at the next visit.

7.0 NVP report summary
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4.0 Professional Advice

This advice is offered to assist educators with the ongoing development and improvement of a program. It provides the
basis for a structured dialogue between educators and practitioners and is made with reference to the Institute’s Tertiary
Education of Architects and Research Policies. The advice does not form part of the accreditation assessment and
programs can act on the advice as they appropriately determine.
General

Design Studies and Design Integration

Documentation and Technical Studies

History and Theory Studies

Practice and Project Management, Implementation and User Studies

Environmental Studies

Communication Studies

Elective Studies

7.0 NVP report summary
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5.0 Meeting with Staff
Panel to prepare a 300-word summary of visit proceedings
FULL TIME/SESSIONAL

7.0 NVP report summary

NO. OF STAFF WHO ATTENDED THE MEETING
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6.0 Meeting with Students
Panel to prepare a 300-word summary of visit proceedings
STUDENT

YEAR
1
2
3
4
5

7.0 NVP report summary
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7.0 Program Provider’s Response to the NVP Report
A maximum of 300-word response must be completed in seven days after the completion of NVP report

7.0 NVP report summary
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7.1 Design Studies and Design Integration
Subject Area Information
•

Provide information on all courses that contribute to educational outcomes in this subject area in the table below.

•

When individual courses contribute to more than one subject area, please list all subject areas in the second column using
abbreviations (Design Studies (DS); Documentation and Technical Studies (DTS); History and Theory (HT); Practice and
Project Management (PPM); Elective Studies (ES); Environmental Studies (EnvS); Communication Studies (CS))

•

Provide a detailed breakdown of session types and hours allocated

•

Provide a detailed breakdown of staff to student allocation for teaching sessions

Course Name

Other
Subject
Areas

Course co-ordinator/s for
semesters exhibited

Lectures
(weeks x
hours)

Tutorials/Studio
/Workshop
(weeks x hours)

Staff/student
ratio

eg:
ENVS10004
Designing
Environments

HT

Associate Professor
A. Hutson

1 x 1.5
hour
lectures for
the first 7
weeks of
semester

1 x 3 hours studio
per week
throughout
semester

L=1:272

NVP 7.1 design studies and design integration

S=1:11
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Summary
A maximum 300-word statement (panel may choose to comment on time allocation/staffing/student output/facilities/equipment).

NVP 7.1 design studies and design integration
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Professional Advice

NVP 7.1 design studies and design integration
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7.2 Documentation and Technical Studies
Subject Area Information
•

Provide information on all courses that contribute to educational outcomes in this subject area in the table below.

•

When individual courses contribute to more than one subject area, please list all subject areas in the second column using
abbreviations (Design Studies (DS); Documentation and Technical Studies (DTS); History and Theory (HT); Practice and
Project Management (PPM); Elective Studies (ES); Environmental Studies (EnvS); Communication Studies (CS))

•

Provide a detailed breakdown of session types and hours allocated

•

Provide a detailed breakdown of staff to student allocation for teaching sessions

Course Name

Other
Subject
Areas

Course co-ordinator/s for
semesters exhibited

Lectures
(weeks x
hours)

Tutorials/Studio
/Workshop
(weeks x hours)

Staff/student
ratio

eg:
ENVS10004
Designing
Environments

HT

Associate Professor
A. Hutson

1 x 1.5
hour
lectures for
the first 7
weeks of
semester

1 x 3 hours studio
per week
throughout
semester

L=1:272

NVP 7.2 documentation and technical studies

S=1:11
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Summary
A maximum 300-word statement (panel may choose to comment on time allocation/staffing/student output/facilities/equipment).

NVP 7.2 documentation and technical studies
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Professional Advice

NVP 7.2 documentation and technical studies
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7.3 History and Theory Studies
Subject Area Information
•

Provide information on all courses that contribute to educational outcomes in this subject area in the table below.

•

When individual courses contribute to more than one subject area, please list all subject areas in the second column using
abbreviations (Design Studies (DS); Documentation and Technical Studies (DTS); History and Theory (HT); Practice and
Project Management (PPM); Elective Studies (ES); Environmental Studies (EnvS); Communication Studies (CS))

•

Provide a detailed breakdown of session types and hours allocated

•

Provide a detailed breakdown of staff to student allocation for teaching sessions

Course Name

Other
Subject
Areas

Course co-ordinator/s for
semesters exhibited

Lectures
(weeks x
hours)

Tutorials/Studio
/Workshop
(weeks x hours)

Staff/student
ratio

eg:
ENVS10004
Designing
Environments

HT

Associate Professor
A. Hutson

1 x 1.5
hour
lectures for
the first 7
weeks of
semester

1 x 3 hours studio
per week
throughout
semester

L=1:272

NVP 7.3 history and theory studies

S=1:11
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Summary
A maximum 300-word statement (panel may choose to comment on time allocation/staffing/student output/facilities/equipment).

NVP 7.3 history and theory studies
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Professional Advice

NVP 7.3 history and theory studies
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7.4 Practice and Project Management,
Implementation and User Studies
Subject Area Information
•

Provide information on all courses that contribute to educational outcomes in this subject area in the table below.

•

When individual courses contribute to more than one subject area, please list all subject areas in the second column using
abbreviations (Design Studies (DS); Documentation and Technical Studies (DTS); History and Theory (HT); Practice and
Project Management (PPM); Elective Studies (ES); Environmental Studies (EnvS); Communication Studies (CS))

•

Provide a detailed breakdown of session types and hours allocated

•

Provide a detailed breakdown of staff to student allocation for teaching sessions

Course Name

Other
Subject
Areas

Course co-ordinator/s for
semesters exhibited

Lectures
(weeks x
hours)

Tutorials/Studio
/Workshop
(weeks x hours)

Staff/student
ratio

eg:
ENVS10004
Designing
Environments

HT

Associate Professor
A. Hutson

1 x 1.5
hour
lectures for
the first 7
weeks of
semester

1 x 3 hours studio
per week
throughout
semester

L=1:272

NVP 7.4 practice and project management, implementation and user studies

S=1:11
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Summary
A maximum 300-word statement (panel may choose to comment on time allocation/staffing/student output/facilities/equipment).

NVP 7.4 practice and project management, implementation and user studies
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Professional Advice

NVP 7.4 practice and project management, implementation and user studies
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7.5 Environmental Studies
Subject Area Information
•

Provide information on all courses that contribute to educational outcomes in this subject area in the table below.

•

When individual courses contribute to more than one subject area, please list all subject areas in the second column using
abbreviations (Design Studies (DS); Documentation and Technical Studies (DTS); History and Theory (HT); Practice and
Project Management (PPM); Elective Studies (ES); Environmental Studies (EnvS); Communication Studies (CS))

•

Provide a detailed breakdown of session types and hours allocated

•

Provide a detailed breakdown of staff to student allocation for teaching sessions

Course Name

Other
Subject
Areas

Course co-ordinator/s for
semesters exhibited

Lectures
(weeks x
hours)

Tutorials/Studio
/Workshop
(weeks x hours)

Staff/student
ratio

eg:
ENVS10004
Designing
Environments

HT

Associate Professor
A. Hutson

1 x 1.5
hour
lectures for
the first 7
weeks of
semester

1 x 3 hours studio
per week
throughout
semester

L=1:272

NVP 7.5 environmental studies

S=1:11
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Summary
A maximum 300-word statement (panel may choose to comment on time allocation/staffing/student output/facilities/equipment).

NVP 7.5 environmental studies
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Professional Advice

NVP 7.5 environmental studies
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7.6 Communication Studies
Subject Area Information
•

Provide information on all courses that contribute to educational outcomes in this subject area in the table below.

•

When individual courses contribute to more than one subject area, please list all subject areas in the second column using
abbreviations (Design Studies (DS); Documentation and Technical Studies (DTS); History and Theory (HT); Practice and
Project Management (PPM); Elective Studies (ES); Environmental Studies (EnvS); Communication Studies (CS))

•

Provide a detailed breakdown of session types and hours allocated

•

Provide a detailed breakdown of staff to student allocation for teaching sessions

Course Name

Other
Subject
Areas

Course co-ordinator/s for
semesters exhibited

Lectures
(weeks x
hours)

Tutorials/Studio
/Workshop
(weeks x hours)

Staff/student
ratio

eg:
ENVS10004
Designing
Environments

HT

Associate Professor
A. Hutson

1 x 1.5
hour
lectures for
the first 7
weeks of
semester

1 x 3 hours studio
per week
throughout
semester

L=1:272

NVP 7.6 communication studies

S=1:11
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Summary
A maximum 300-word statement (panel may choose to comment on time allocation/staffing/student output/facilities/equipment).

NVP 7.6 communication studies
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Professional Advice

NVP 7.6 communication studies
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7.7 Elective Studies
Subject Area Information
•

Provide information on all courses that contribute to educational outcomes in this subject area in the table below.

•

When individual courses contribute to more than one subject area, please list all subject areas in the second column using
abbreviations (Design Studies (DS); Documentation and Technical Studies (DTS); History and Theory (HT); Practice and
Project Management (PPM); Elective Studies (ES); Environmental Studies (EnvS); Communication Studies (CS))

•

Provide a detailed breakdown of session types and hours allocated

•

Provide a detailed breakdown of staff to student allocation for teaching sessions

Course Name

Other
Subject
Areas

Course co-ordinator/s for
semesters exhibited

Lectures
(weeks x
hours)

Tutorials/Studio
/Workshop
(weeks x hours)

Staff/student
ratio

eg:
ENVS10004
Designing
Environments

HT

Associate Professor
A. Hutson

1 x 1.5
hour
lectures for
the first 7
weeks of
semester

1 x 3 hours studio
per week
throughout
semester

L=1:272

NVP 7.7 elective studies

S=1:11
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Summary
A maximum 300-word statement (panel may choose to comment on time allocation/staffing/student output/facilities/equipment).

NVP 7.7 elective studies
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Professional Advice

NVP 7.7 elective studies
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program mapping to national competency standards in architecture (NCSA)

A program of architecture is assessed against the Elements (and subsets of Performance Criteria) indicated in this table (marked with O). The program is not assessed against all Contexts and Elements. As
part of preparation for an NVP, and as part of the pro forma package, the institution/school/program is required to nominate and list, in the following table, the courses that are deemed to demonstrate each
of the required Elements (and subsets of Performance Criteria). Courses should be listed under the appropriate subject area category. If a course is deemed to demonstrate competency in multiple Elements
or subject areas, list the course in each Element and subject area. Do not include Elective courses. Competencies must be demonstrated in courses that are mandatory.

The following table provides a full listing of the Units, Contexts and Elements of the National Competency Standards in Architecture. It does not include a listing of each of the Performance Criteria within
each of the Elements. For a full list of Performance Criteria refer to the NCSA document.

Program mapping to National Competency Standards in Architecture (NCSA)
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To create an architectural design through the exercise of knowledge,
imagination, judgement and professional responsibility

Generate a design concept that can be realised as a building

Recognise the need to sustain the natural and the built environment, and the
needs and aspirations of building users and the community, in the formulation of
a design concept

Comply with the law and regulations governing planning, building design,
procurement and the practice of architecture

Communicate the design concept clearly

To formulate an architectural design in response to a project brief,
sufficient to obtain endorsement of overall objectives and design concept
by a client and other interested parties

Interpret project brief and decide design objectives and parameters with the client

Develop a schematic design through a repetitive process of hypothesis,
evaluation and re-appraisal

Communicate the schematic design clearly

Agree the schematic design proposals with client and interested parties

To develop a detailed design which is consistent with the design concept

Investigate and analyse detailed requirements for organisation of spaces, areas
and circulation within and around a building

Consider options and decide the disposition and assembly of the structural
system, construction elements, materials and building components

Establish requirements for building service systems

To resolve a detailed design sufficient to obtain agreement and
authorisation to proceed to documentation for its translation into built form

Progressively finalise all decisions relating to the assessment of specialist
information, design detail, material choice and building costs and management
strategies

Communicate the detailed design clearly

Negotiate and agree the detailed design proposal with the client and other
interested parties

Context 1.1

Element 1.1.1

Element 1.1.2

Element 1.1.3

Element 1.1.4

Context 1.2

Element 1.2.1

Element 1.2.2

Element 1.2.3

Element 1.2.4

Context 1.3

Element 1.3.1

Element 1.3.2

Element 1.3.3

Context 1.4

Element 1.4.1

Element 1.4.2

Element 1.4.3

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

APAP

DS

DTS

HT

PPM

EnvS

program mapping to national competency standards in architecture (NCSA)

Abbreviations: Design Studies and Design Integration (DS); Documentation and Technical Studies (DTS); History and Theory Studies (HT); Practice and Project Management,
Implementation and User Studies (PPM); Environmental Studies (EnvS); Communication Studies (CS)

Design

Unit 1
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To continuously comply with the project brief and meet contractual
agreements throughout the course of implementation of a design project

Resolve, in detail, all components of the design in order to prepare instructions for
their construction or supply

Documentation

To generate documentation and clearly communicate information for an
architectural project so that it can be costed, built and completed in
accordance with the brief, time frame, cost and quality objectives

Establish a documentation process

Prepare architectural drawings with regard to the location, extent of building
elements, components, finishes, fittings and systems

Prepare architectural specifications and schedules

Co-ordinate the documentation of the project

Agree on the documentation with the client and other interested parties

To provide documentation for effective occupation of the project and as a
future reference source

Provide handover advice and as-built records

Project Management

To confirm objectives and conditions at inception of project

Establish and evaluate identified requirements, perceptions and priorities

Establish site conditions

Assess potential interaction between the project, the environment and the
community

Assess regulatory context

Consider construction systems and materials options

To establish an appropriate procurement method and compete contractual
arrangements with all participants

Establish terms of agreement with client

Establish project procurement options

Prepare preliminary project evaluations, programs and feasibility studies

Context 1.5

Element 1.5.1

Unit 2

Context 2.1

Element 2.1.1

Element 2.1.2

Element 2.1.3

Element 2.1.4

Element 2.1.5

Context 2.2

Element 2.2.1

Unit 3

Context 3.1

Element 3.1.1

Element 3.1.2

Element 3.1.3

Element 3.1.4

Element 3.1.5

Context 3.2

Element 3.2.1

Element 3.2.2

Element 3.2.3

program mapping to national competency standards in architecture (NCSA)

Prepare for start of construction documentation

Element 1.4.4

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O
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Establish requirements for, and co-ordinate, specialists

Prepare and conclude contractual agreements and negotiations for proceeding
with project construction

To provide contract administration for the construction of a project

Administer a standard form construction contract

Monitor compliance with contract documents and requirements of relevant
regulatory authorities

Before, or on the completion of the contract, to compile and document
information and responsibilities for future operational use

Assemble project maintenance and operation manuals as required by the
contract

Undertake post occupancy evaluation and assess for future operational use

Practice Management

To establish and maintain an architectural practice

Define practice objectives and establish a practice structure and strategies for
their achievement

Establish and maintain practice management systems

Deploy and manage staff

Comply with the law and regulations governing the conduct of an architectural
practice

Observe the standards of conduct expected by the community of a professional in
the practice of architecture

Element 3.2.5

Element 3.2.6

Context 3.3

Element 3.3.1

Element 3.3.2

Context 3.4

Element 3.4.1

Element 3.4.2

Unit 4

Context 4.1

Element 4.1.1

Element 4.1.2

Element 4.1.3

Element 4.1.4

Element 4.1.5

program mapping to national competency standards in architecture (NCSA)

Establish project information management systems

Element 3.2.4

O

O

O
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interim review panel

7.0 Reporting Pro Formas for National Visiting
Panels and Interim Review Panel

ANZ APAP
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7.0 Reporting Pro Formas for National Visiting
Panels and Interim Review Panel
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Interim Review Panel (IRP)
Date of Visit

Tertiary education provider,
program provider
Accredited Architecture Degree
Course code
BAP

Record of visit (Panel to complete)
YES/NO

Meeting with Program Leader

YES/NO

Meeting with staff

YES/NO

Review of student work (if required by previous NVP)

YES/NO

Review of changes to facilities (if applicable)

YES/NO

Meeting with students

Panel Members
The profile of the panel is to comply with section 5.3 of the Australian and New Zealand Architecture Program Accreditation
Procedure document.
MEMBERSHIP

NAME

ORGANISATION

SIGNATURE

1. Chair
2. Member
3. Member
4. Member
5. Student member
(recommended)

Signature of Program Leader
Acceptance of report and confirmation of
matters of fact.

Date

interim review panel (IRP)
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01. Documentation submitted by Program Provider Prior to Visit
Refer to the details set out in section 5.2 of the Australian and New Zealand Architecture Program Accreditation Procedure
document.
1.

Tracking actions taken in response to previous NVP report
Note: Where the NVP recommendation has been addressed to the satisfaction of the IRP, it should be noted as being
completed so that there is no further requirement for the program provider to report on that item for a subsequent
IRP visit.

NVP Action Item 1:
Program provider response
(First visit following NVP insert date)
IRP comment
(First visit following NVP insert date)
Program provider response
(Second visit following NVP insert
date)
IRP comment
(Second visit following NVP insert
date)
NVP Action Item 2:

2.

Repeat comments as above for additional Action Items

Key changes during previous year. (Program provider to provide details of any major changes to program, eg. in
program content, staffing, student matters, facilities, equipment, accommodation or other resources. Program provider
to attach a separate sheet if required.)

IRP comments on Key Changes:

interim review panel (IRP)
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02. Summary of discussion with staff
Panel to prepare a 300-word summary of meeting (record number of sessional and full time staff participating):

03. Summary of discussion with students
Panel to prepare a 300-word summary of meeting (record numbers of students and year levels):

04. IRP overview
Panel to prepare a 300-word summary of visit proceedings and its record of thanks

interim review panel (IRP)
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05. Summary of discussion with Program Leader
Panel to prepare a 300-word summary of meeting

interim review panel (IRP)
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06. Program Provider’s Response to the IRP Report
A maximum of 300 word response must be completed in seven days after the completion of IRP report.

interim review panel (IRP)
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8.0

8.0 Check List

Check List

8.0
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Check List
PROGRAM PROVIDER PREPARATION FOR THE VISIT

TICK BOX

Equipment and support required for NVP members
Lockable room for sole use of the panel for the duration of
the visit
Two desk top computers (one online)
One projector
One laser printer connected to one of the computers
Access to online teaching system and internet
Access to photocopier
A4 paper for printing
Whiteboard
Extension cables for laptops (minimum three )
Continuous supply of tea/coffee/water/snacks for the duration
of the visit

8.0 Check List

Car park for local members (max four)
SAMPLING OF STUDENT WORK
Work from all core courses of the program
(Years 1 – 5) undertaken in the previous two semesters must
be provided.
This sampling must include one or two examples of each of
the highest, average and lowest pass grade of all material
submitted for assessment in the course.
The work must be arranged in accordance with the seven ANZ
APAP subject areas (eg. Design Studies and Design Integration,
Documentation and Technical Studies, History and Theory
Studies).
Typically the work will be provided in the same format that it
was submitted for assessment. If all the work was submitted
electronically, a selection of material should be provided as
hard copy.
National Visiting Panel members will need to be able to compare
the multiple submissions for each course. Allow appropriate
space and layout areas, or exhibit the material to facilitate this
requirement.
Program providers are encouraged to provide an exhibition of
representative work.
Work from graduating students who have progressed through
an alternative academic pathway from which the percentage
of students, exceeds 20 per cent of the graduating cohort,
should also be provided.
Note: Where individual courses contribute to more than one subject
area place the material in the subject area where it contributes
most significantly.
No student outputs are required for elective courses offered by other
disciplines, provide subject outlines and assessment handouts only.
In the case where students have a choice of a limited range of courses
that contribute core knowledge skills, output from each of these
courses should be displayed in the standard way.

Accompanying material required for the work
Grade must be marked on each item
All course outlines and assignment handouts
Feedback sheets for work displayed
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